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·Abstract·

Investigation on interaction and characteristics of traffic flows in urban
elevated road2ramp2ground road system
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　The rapid develop ment of the automobile industry

and the relative lag of the road construction have con2
stituted a prominent contradiction all over the world ,

particularly , in most of large cities . To cope with it ,

elevated roads have been built in many cities both at

home and abroad. However , traffic jams frequently

appear on elevated roads immediately after the com2
pletion of their construction . The awkward situation

mainly results from the planning bug or the unsuitable

control , apart from drastic increase in transp ortation

demand. Elevated roads , ramps and ground roads are

closely interconnected in three2dimensional urban

traffic networks . Based on the field measurements , in

this dissertation , by using the macroscopic and

microscopic methods , i . e . , the hydrodynamic

models and cellular automaton models for traffic

flows , the relations among the three interacting parts

were investigated . The mathematical modeling and nu2
merical simulation were conducted for the sections of

elevated roads and for the interaction of elevated roads

and intersections on the ground. After having analyzed

the complicated dynamic behavior on the elevated

roads , some suggestions were p ut forward for the

transp ortation planning and management . The contents

of the dissertation are as follows :

　(1) By combining manp ower survey with the video

recording , a series of field measurements were con2
ducted on several sections of the elevated road system

in Shanghai City and then the main characteristics of

the elevated road traffic flow were captured. By means

of data processing and analysis , two speed2density re2
lations were established , which are suitable for the

free flow and the congested flow respectively. And

thus two imp ortant parameters , namely , the free flow

speed and the jamming density , were determined. The

fundamental diagram obtained from the measured data

reveals three distinct traffic p hases .

　( 2) With the Wuning Off2Ramp of the Inner Ring

Elevated road in Shanghai City as a representative

case , meticulous observations were carried out on

traffic flow at the intersection near the off2ramp . And

it was found that the“squeezing”effect of right2turn2
ing vehicles from the intersecting main road on the

straight motion of vehicles from the off2ramp is the

main reason of the existing traffic jam. A modified 12D

pipe2flow model was established by introducing a

source term into the continuity equation and a relax2
ation term into the motion equation in Wu Zheng ’s

model . With the modified model , numerical simulation

was performed with special attention to the disturbing

effect of right2turning vehicles . The results agree quite

well with the observed data . The analysis shows that

the“squeezing”effect , which exacerbates with the in2
creasing number of right2turning vehicles , is the prin2
cipal cause of congested traffic at certain intersec 2
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tions . The inappropriate design and construction of

ramps in front of busy crossings enhances the conges 2
tion. Thus , installing the right2turning traffic lights

may be a promising way of solving the problem.

　(3) There exist severe problems in the transp orta2
tion on elevated road system in Shanghai City , such as

frequent congestions or jams on the elevated roads and

their ramps . For this reason , measures of controlling

the on2ramp traffic with timing signals were suggested

in this dissertation . The reasonable timing scheme was

recommended for signal controlling. On the basis of an

anisotropic hydrodynamic traffic model developed by

our research group , a ramp2effect term was introduced

in the motion equation and traffic flows on the elevated

road sections near the on2ramp were numerically simu2
lated. The results show that signaling control of on2
ramp is helpful for the improvement of traffic on the

elevated roads . We also found the best timing scheme

after comparison among six choices of signaling

period.

　(4) The gear2alternating regulation was first actua2
lized at the interfluent location of on2ramps in Shang2
hai elevated roads , which was theoretically studied in

this dissertation . Different traffic flow models were es 2
tablished for the cases with and without the alternate

running rule based on the FI cellular automaton traffic

model . With the models , the traffic behavior at the in2
terfluent location of on2ramp was investigated and

some results were concluded. When there are many

inflowing vehicles on the elevated road and ramp , the

traffic situation on the elevated road with the alternat 2
ing regulation is much better than that without the re2
gulation ; when there are less inflowing vehicles , the

elevated road situation keeps unvaried on the whole in

the two cases . The vehicles on the elevated road and

the on2ramp are easily to move forward with 1 :1 pro2
p ortion in congestion or free flow states and often with

2 :1 prop ortion in the medium2speed flow .

　(5) The weaving areas often turned into the bottle 2
neck on the elevated roads . On the basis of the NS

cellular automaton traffic model , the weaving section

with one2lane main road was simulated and analyzed.

For the free traffic flow , weaving operations almost

has no influence on the system , even with the weaving

length being increased. On the other hand , when the

traffic flow is in congested state , weaving conflicts

have negative effects on the system. The traffic

situation will be improved with the increase of weaving

length. Our simulation results suggest that the length

of weaving sections need not to be inappropriately in2
creased , and a proper medium value can be chosen to

get an optimal traffic situation .

　Finally , the prospect was briefly reviewed for the

future advances in the research of urban traffic flows

in China .
( Editor CHEN Ai2pi ng)
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